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We show that under certain circumstances, a codimension-1 subgroup H of a
finitely generated group G either provides a splitting of G as an amalgam or
provides a codimension-1 subgroup of H. In particular, if G is hyperbolic and H is
quasiconvex, one gets a descending sequence of codimension-1 subgroups, termi-
nating at a splitting. In the process, we settle a conjecture of Kropholler and Roller
for the case of quasiconvex subgroups of hyperbolic groups. Q 1997 Academic Press
Suppose G is a finitely generated group and H - G. The number
 .  .e G, H of ends of the pair G, H is the number of ends of the coset
graph of H, which is simply the Cayley graph of G modulo the action of
 .H. The subgroup H is said to be of codimension 1 if e G, H ) 1. This
terminology is suggested by topological examples, where the codimension-1
subgroup typically arises as the image of a p -injective immersion of a1
manifold into a manifold of one higher dimension. For instance, an
essential curve in a closed, orientable surface corresponds to a cyclic
codimension-1 subgroup and an immersed incompressible surface in a
closed, orientable 3-manifold corresponds to a codimension-1 surface
subgroup of its fundamental group.
Codimension-1 subgroups also appear in splittings of groups as graphs of
groups. In particular it is not hard to see that if G splits as an amalgam
 .i.e., as a free product with amalgamation or HNN-extension over H, then
H has codimension 1. If H is a codimension-1 subgroup such that G splits
as an amalgam over a subgroup commensurable with a subgroup of H,
then we say that H is associated to a splitting of G.
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Two natural questions now arise:
Q1. Which classes of groups contain codimension-1 subgroups e. g.,
.finitely presented, hyperbolic, automatic ?
Q2. When is a codimension-1 subgroup associated to a splitting of G?
In general, little is known about answers to these two questions. Niblo
w xand Roller 8 have shown that groups satisfying property T of Kazdan do
not have codimension-1 subgroups. On the other hand, it is widely conjec-
tured that all infinite closed 3-manifold groups contain codimension-1
subgroups.
Regarding question 2, it is not hard to construct examples of codimen-
sion-1 subgroups not associated to splittings. For instance, an essential
curve in a surface is associated to a splitting precisely when it is isotopic to
w xa multiple of an embedded curve. Kropholler 6 , however, has shown that
 .  .if e G s e H s 1 and H is malnormal in G, then H is associated to a
 g  4 .splitting. A subgroup H is malnormal if for any g f H, H l H s 1 .
w xMore recently, Scott and Swarup 11 have shown that if H is cyclic, G is
 .hyperbolic and torsion-free, and e G, H G 3, then H is associated to a
splitting.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate a connection between these two
questions that is best captured in the following conjecture.
Conjecture A. Suppose H is a finitely generated, codimension-1 sub-
group of a finitely generated group G. Then one of the following occurs.
1. H is associated to a splitting of G.
2. H has a codimension-1 subgroup.
The behavior suggested by this conjecture can be seen in action in the
case of an essential surface in a 3-manifold. If one has a p -injective map1
of a surface into a closed 3-manifold, then either the surface is homotopic
to an embedding, in which case the fundamental group splits, or the
essential double curves on the surface provide codimension-1 subgroups of
the surface group. The main result of this paper is the following.
THEOREM 4.1. Conjecture A is true in the case that G is hyperbolic and H
is quasicon¨ ex.
If one is in case 2, it turns out that the codimension-1 subgroup K of H
is in fact the intersection of H with one of its conjugates. A result of Short
tells us that K is again quasiconvex, so one can continue the process for K
as a codimension-1 subgroup of H. One then obtains a theorem that tells
us that the process terminates.
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COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose G is a hyperbolic group and H is a quasicon¨ ex
subgroup. Then one of the following occurs.
1. G has no codimension-1 subgroup.
2. There exists a finite descending sequence of subgroups
G s H ) ??? ) H ,1 n
so that H has codimension 1 in H and H is associated to a splitting ofi iy1 n
H .ny1
As a corollary of the main theorem above one obtains that a codimen-
sion-1 quasiconvex subgroup satisfying property T is always associated to a
splitting of the ambient hyperbolic group.
 .The proof of the main theorem uses the geometry of CAT 0 cube
complexes, as well as algebraic techniques developed by Kropholler and
Roller. In particular, the geometric analysis provides us with a bi-invariant,
H-almost-invariant set. A conjecture of Kropholler and Roller asserts that
such a set provides a splitting of the group. We prove this conjecture in
our setting of a quasiconvex subgroup of a hyperbolic group. We also show
that, in general, the existence of a bi-invariant almost-invariant set can be
captured geometrically in the associated cube complex.
1. CODIMENSION-1 SUBGROUPS AND KROPHOLLER'S
LEMMA
We begin with a review of codimension-1 subgroups and almost invari-
w x w xant sets; see 6 or 10 for a fuller discussion. Suppose that G is a finitely
generated group and H - G. Let G denote the Cayley graph of G with
respect to some generating set and let G denote the quotient of G by theH
 .  .left action of H. The number e G, H of ends of the pair G, H is the
supremum over all compact sets K ; G of the number of unboundedH
components of G _ K. We say that H is a codimension-1 subgroup of G ifH
 .  .e G, H ) 1. Equivalently, we say that the pair G, H is multi-ended.
The fact that H has codimension 1 in G can be captured by a certain
type of partition of the group. We say that a subset S of G is H-finite if
S ; HF for some finite set F. If X, Y ; G we denote the complement of
X by X* and the symmetric difference of X and Y by X ` Y. A subset A
of G is said to be H-almost-in¨ariant if HA s A and for any g g G,
A ` Ag is H-finite. The set A is said to be a proper H-almost-invariant set
if A and A* are H-infinite. The following lemma explains the interest in
almost-invariant sets.
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LEMMA 1.1. H is a codimension-1 subgroup of G if and only if G contains
a proper, H-almost-in¨ariant set.
If H is a codimension-1 subgroup of G, an almost-invariant set can be
seen as follows. Let G be the Cayley graph of G. From the definition of
codimension 1, there exists a neighborhood N of H that separates G so
that at least two of the complementary components of N contain vertices
arbitrarily far away from H. One can take A to be one of these comple-
mentary components.
In the event that G splits as an amalgam over H, there is a natural more
restrictive almost-invariant set one can easily describe by looking at trees.
Bass]Serre theory provides an acton of G on a tree T in which H is the
stabilizer of an edge e. Let e be the midpoint of e. e partitions T into twoÃ Ã
components Tq and Ty. Let ¨ be the endpoint of e lying in Tq and let
 < q4A s g g G g¨ g T . It is not hard to see that A is a proper H-almost-
invariant set. Moreover, A satisfies the following bi-invariance property
w xfirst noted by Kropholler and Roller 7 : HAH s A. They then posed the
following conjecture.
Conjecture B. Suppose A is a bi-invariant, proper H-almost-invariant
set. Then H is associated to a splitting of G.
We will see that this conjecture is true if G is hyperbolic and H is
quasiconvex.
One piece of evidence suggesting a positive answer to this conjecture is
w xthe following lemma of Kropholler 6 which may allow one to descend to
smaller codimension-1 subgroups. This lemma will be a key ingredient in
the proof of Theorem 4.1.
KROPHOLLER'S LEMMA. Suppose A and B are proper H-almost-in¨ariant
sets satisfying A s AH and B s BH. If g g A* and gy1 g B*, then A l gA
is H l H gy1 -almost-in¨ariant.
2. CUBINGS
Having described the group theoretic picture, we now describe the
geometry we will be using.
By a cube complex X we mean a CW-complex in which each n-cell s in
X is parameterized by a Euclidean unit cube, the attaching map f :
­s ª X ny1. is a homeomorphism onto its image, and f restricts to a
 .Euclidean isometry on each face of s . The link of s , lk s , can now be
defined in the natural way. The complex X is said to be nonpositively
 . curved if for each s , lk s contains no bigons i.e., no two vertices in the
.  .link are joined by more than one edge and every triangle in lk s bounds
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a 2-simplex. By a cubing we mean a 1-connected, nonpositively curved
cube complex. One can define a path pseudometric d on a cubing X in
the usual way as follows. Given two points p, q g X one says a path from
p to q is rectifiable if it consists of a finite collection of subpaths, each of
which is a geodesic in some cube of X recall that each cube is endowed
.with the metric of a unit Euclidean cube . One can then define the
distance of such a path as the sum of the lengths of the straight subpaths,
and the distance between p and q is defined to be the infimum of the
lengths of rectifiable paths between p and q. In the event that X is a
w x  .finite-dimensional cubing, a result of Bridson 1 assures us that X, d is
w xa complete metric space. A result of Gromov 5 then tells us that X is a
 .  w x .CAT 0 metric space see 3 for a lucid account of this result . We will
make use of the following basic fixed point result, which was proved by
 .many people in different settings. In our setting of a CAT 0 polyhedral
complex, which is not necessarily locally finite, the result is due to Bridson
w x1 .
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose G acts by isometries on a finite-dimensional
cubing X. Then G has a bounded orbit if and only if it has a global fixed point.
Cubings can be seen as generalizations of trees. In Bass]Serre theory, a
splitting of G as an amalgam over H is captured in an action of G on a
tree in which H appears as the stabilizer of an oriented edge. We will
make use of an analogous theory relating a codimension-1 subgroup to an
action of the ambient group on a cubing. We now describe the geometric
subspaces of a cubing that are analogous to edges in a tree. A dual block
in an n-cube s is an n y 1-dimensional cube containing the barycenter of
s and parallel to one of the n y 1-dimensional faces of s . Let E denote
the collection of all oriented edges of a cubing X. We consider the
equivalence relation I on E generated by the relation e I f if e and f are
 .opposite sides of a square i.e., two-dimensional face and they point in the
w xsame direction. The hyperplane J associated to the equivalence class e is
w xthe collection of dual blocks whose vertices are midpoints of edges in e .
The cubical structure on X endows J with the structure of a cube
complex. One then has a natural map J ª X. By an oriented hyperplane we
mean J together with one of the oriented equivalence classes to which it is
associated. We will now summarize some basic facts we will need about
w xhyperplanes which are proved in 9 .
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose X is a cubing and J is a hyperplane. Then the
following hold.
1. J ª X is an embedding. Thus we can speak of J ; X.
2. J is associated to two elements of ErI.
3. J separates X into two components.
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4. J is a cubing.
We now review the connection between condimension-1 subgroups and
cubings. Suppose H is a codimension-1 subgroup of G. Then, by Lemma
1.1, there exists an H-almost-invariant set A. After a minor modification
of A, one can ensure that A is left invariant under G, i.e., HA s A. We
consider the poset
< < 4  4S s gA g g G j gA* g g G ,
partially ordered by inclusion. We say that two elements B and C are
nested if one of the following inclusions holds: gA ; A, gA ; A*, gA* ; A,
or gA* ; A*. The width of S is the size of the largest collection of
w xpairwise nonnested elements of S. The results of 9 that are relevant to us
can now be summarized in the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose G, H, and A are as abo¨e. Then one can
construct a cubing X with a G action so that the following hold.A
a. H is the stabilizer of an oriented hyperplane J in X .A
b. There is a natural correspondence
g J m gA , gA* . .
c. Two hyperplanes gJ and g 9J intersect if and only if gA and gA* are not
nested.
d. The intersection of a finite collection of hyperplanes is a cubing
 .possibly empty .
e. If X is finite dimensional, then the action of G on X has no globalA A
fixed point.
f. If S has width 1, then X is a tree.
g. If S has finite width, then X is finite dimensional.A
Remark. In the case that S has width 1, the construction of XA
w xspecializes to give a construction of Dicks and Dunwoody 2 . In general,
the complex X need not be finite dimensional.A
There is also a converse to the above construction which is most useful
w xin the finite-dimensional setting 9 .
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that G acts without a global fixed point on a
finite-dimensional cubing. Then G has a codimension-1 subgroup.
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 will be relied on in Theorem 4.1.
Finally, we give a geometric interpretation of Kropholler and Roller's
bi-invariance property.
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose H is a codimension-1 subgroup of G. Then there
exists an H-almost-in¨ariant set B satisfying HBH s B if and only if there
exists an H-almost-in¨ariant set A such that the action of H on its associated
hyperplane in X has a fixed point.A
Proof. First, suppose p is a fixed point for the action of H on its
associated hyperplane J in X . If s is an n-cube of X in which p lies,A A
 .then s ( t = I, where t is an n y 1-cube and p s x, 1r2 , for some
 .x g t . Let ¨ s x, 1 . Now by Theorem 2.3, J partitions X into twoA
components Xq and Xy, and as H is the oriented stabilizer of J, itA A
q y  q4 w xstabilizes X and X . Let B s g g G N g¨ g X . Then, as in 9 , B is anA A A
H-almost-invariant set. Since H stabilizes Xq, we have HB s B, and sinceA
H fixes ¨ , we have BH s B, as required.
Now suppose that A is an H-almost-invariant set such that HAH s A.
w xThen we construct the cubing X . As in 9 , there exists in X a vertexA A
 4V s B g S N 1 g B . We claim that H fixes V . For suppose gA g V .1 1 1
Then, by definition, 1 g gA and thus gy1 g A. For any h g H, we have
gy1 hy1 g Ahy1 s A. So 1 g hgA and thus hgA g V . Similarly, if gA* g1
V , hgA g V , for any h g H, as claimed. We now use Lemma 2.6 and1 1
 .consider the unique projection see below w of V to J. As H fixes V1 1
and stabilizes J, it must fix w and hence the edge crossing J which has w
as an endpoint.
The lemma below is a technical lemma used to establish the previous
one. Given a vertex ¨ g X and a hyperplane J in X, we say that w is a
projection of ¨ to J if w is the endpoint of an edge crossing J and w is
nearest to ¨ among all such vertices. Here we use the edge path metric in
.the 1-skeleton of X.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose J is a hyperplane in a cubing X and suppose ¨ is a
¨ertex in X. Then there exists a unique projection of ¨ to J.
w xProof. We will use the technique of minimal disks developed in 9 .
Here is the quick review of the notion of minimal disks. Suppose that c:
S1 ª X 1. is a simplicial closed path in the 1-skeleton of the cubing X.
Then as X is simply connected, there exists a map f from a disk D to X
whose restriction to the boundary of D is the path c. One can now
arrange, without changing the map on the boundary of D, that f is
transverse to the hyperplanes of X. One then has that the preimage of the
union of the hyperplanes consists of a collection of simple closed curves
and arcs with endpoints of the boundary. We then choose D so that
 .area D , the total number of intersections of these arcs and lines, is
minimal. Such a disk is called a minimal contracting disk for c.
Suppose that x and y are two projections of ¨ to J. Let F denote one
of the equivalence classes of edges to which J is dual. J partitions X into
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two components Xq and Xy. Thus the vertices ­f of the edges in F are
partitioned into two sets ­ Fq and ­ Fy. We suppose without loss of
generality that ¨ lies in Xq. Thus x, y g ­ Fq. Let w be the element of
­ Fy, which together with x bounds an edge in F, and let z be the
element of ­ Fy, which together with y bounds an edge in F. Let a be a
w xgeodesic edge path from ¨ to w such that x, w is the last edge of a , and
w xlet b be a geodesic edge path from ¨ to z such that y, z is the last edge
of b. Let g be a geodesic edge path from w to z. Let T be the triangle
formed by a , b , and g . Choose a minimal contracting disk D for T , and
let ¨ 9, x9, y9, w9, and z9 be the corresponding points in ­ D to ¨ , x, y, w,
z. Let c be the arc of D that gets mapped to the hyperplane J; c has one
w x of its endpoints q on the arc x9, w9 ; ­ D which is the preimage of the
w x.edge x, w . Note that as a , b , and g are geodesics, none of the arcs in D
w x w x w xhas both of its endpoints on one of the arcs ¨ 9, x9 , ¨ 9, y9 , w9, z9 , which
lie in the preimage of the geodesic a , b , g . Without loss of generality, we
w xcan assume that there exists an arc in D with one endpoint in w9, z9 and
w xone endpoint in ¨ 9, x9 . We choose such an arc b so that b is ``innermost'';
w x w xthat is, no other arc going from w9, z9 to ¨ 9, x9 lies entirely in the
subdisk bounded by b and the arc in ­ D connecting the endpoints of b
and containing q. Let p be the intersection point of b and a, and let r be
w xthe endpoint of b in ¨ 9, x9 . We now consider the picture D9 formed by
the triangle with vertices p, q, and r. p and q divide ­ D9 into two arcs,
which we call the top and the bottom. By construction, every arc in D9
w x  .goes from the top to the bottom. By Lemma 4.5 of 9 , either area D9 s
0 or there exist a corner along the top and one along the bottom. If
 .area D ) 0, we can then perform a triangle move on our original disk D
 .  .  .to reduce the area D9 , and repeat until the area D9 s 0. If area D9 s 0,
then we can do triangle moves in D until D9 has no arcs in it. We now
have a region of the disk D that contains p and r on its boundary and that
is separated by b from the point q. This region provides a vertex in X
closer to ¨ than x, a contradiction.
3. HYPERBOLIC GROUPS
A natural question arising from the cubing construction discussed in
Section 2 is when is the complex finite dimensional? Furthermore, one
may ask when is the action cocompact? In this section, we prove the
following.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose G is Gromo¨ hyperbolic and H is a codimen-
sion-1 quasicon¨ ex subgroup. Then there exists an H-almost-in¨ariant set A so
that the associated cubing X is finite dimensional and the action of G on XA A
is cocompact.
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We first concentrate on finite dimensionality. As described in the
remark following Lemma 1.1, one can take A to be one of the H-infinite
 .complementary components of a c-neighborhood N s N H of H in thec
Cayley graph G of G. As H is finitely generated, we can further take N to
be connected. The existence of an n-cube in X can be captured in theA
original poset S as follows. A subset S ; S is said to be nonnested if every
w xpair of elements S is not nested. Lemma 3.6 of 9 tells us that X has anA
n-cube if and only if S contains a nonnested set of size n. One can then
see nonnesting in the Cayley graph of the G via the following lemma,
which in the case that H is finite is due to Hopf.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose g g G and gN l N s B. Then gA and A are
nested.
Proof. As gN l N s B, gN ; A or gN ; A*. Suppose, without loss of
generality, that gN ; A*. Suppose x g gA l A and y g gA* l A. As N is
connected and d A ; N, there exists a path from x to y lying completely in
A j N. However, this path must cross gN, a contradiction. Thus, one of
gA l A or gA* l A is empty.
Given two sets X and Y in G, the distance between them is defined as
 .   . 4  .d X, Y s Inf d x, y N x g X, y g Y . If gN l N / B, then d gH, H -
2c. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, the finite dimensionality of X is implied by theA
following lemma, whose proof is a minor modification of the main argu-
w xment in 4 .
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose G is hyperbolic and H is a quasicon¨ ex subgroup.
Then gi¨ en r ) 0, there exists a number k such that any collection of k
conjugates contains a pair that is distance at least r apart.
We now want to show that the action of G on X is cocompact. We sayA
that a cube s in X is maximal if s is not the face of any other cell. ByA
Theorem 2.3c, given a maximal cube s , the collection of hyperplanes
associated to the edges of s is associated to a nonnested set in S.
Moreover by Theorem 2.3d and by the fact that s is maximal, we have
that this nonnested set is canonically associated to s . Thus, it suffices to
prove the number of orbits of nonnested sets is finite, for then the
quotient complex X rG has finitely many maximal cubes. We say that aA
collection of conjugates is k-full if the distance between every pair of
elements in the collection is at most k. The result now follows from the
w xfollowing lemma, which is a minor modification of Lemma 2.12 of 4 .
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose G is hyperbolic and H is quasicon¨ ex. Then there
exist finitely many orbits of k-full collections of cosets.
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4. THE MAIN THEOREM
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose G is hyperbolic and H is a codimension-1 quasi-
con¨ex subgroup. Then one of the following occurs.
1. H is associated to a splitting of G.
2. H has a codimension-1 subgroup.
We first pro¨e Kropholler and Roller 's conjecture in our setting.
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose G is hyperbolic, H is a quasicon¨ ex subgroup of
G, and A is an almost-in¨ ariant set so that HAH s A. Then G splits as an
amalgam o¨er a subgroup of H.
 .Proof. We define the super-commensurator of H, Scomm H , as the
collection of all group elements g g G for which H l H g has finite index
g w x w xin either H or H . We first note, as in 13 and 4 , that H has finite index
w xin the stabilizer H9 of its limit set. Lemma 2.10 of 4 then tells us that
 .Scomm H9 s H9. It follows from elementary fact about codimension-1G
 w x.subgroups see 10 that if K is a codimension-1 subgroup of H9, then
K l H is a codimension-1 subgroup of H. Thus, we may assume that
 .Scomm H s H. Another result that we need about quasiconvex sub-G
groups is that they have bounded height; that is, there exists a number n
w xsuch the intersection of more than n conjugates of H is finite 4 .
 < 4  < 4We consider the poset S s gA g g G j gA* g g G . If S is0 0
nested, we get an action on a tree in which H is an edge stabilizer and we
are done. So suppose S is not nested. Then there exists g g G such that0 0
g A and A are not nested. By Kropholler's lemma, some element A of0 1
gA l A, gA l A*, gA* l A, gA* l A* is an H -almost-invariant set, where1
H s H l H gy1 . We show that A is proper. Suppose that A ; H F for1 1 1 1
w xsome finite set F. By the assumption, H: H s `. Thus there exists1
h g H such that H Fh l H F s B. However, AH s A tells us that1 1
A H s A . Similarly, AU is not H -finite, and thus A is a proper1 1 1 1 1
H -almost-invariant set. Moreover, it is easy to see that A satisfies1 1
 < 4  U < 4property K. We now let S s gA g g G j gA g g G and proceed1 1 1
as above if S is not nested. This constructs a sequence of subgroups H ,1 n
each of which is the intersection of H with one of its conjugates and any1
poset S constructed from the H -almost-invariant set A . If S is nestedn n n n
for some n, then we get a splitting over H , by Theorem 2.3e. Otherwise,n
since H has bounded height, we must have H a finite group for some n.n
Thus G has more than one end, which by Stallings theorem implies a
splitting over a finite group. In either case, we see that H is associated to a
splitting.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. We consider the cubing X and the G action on
X provided by Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 3.1, we can take X to be finite
dimensional. Let J denote the oriented hyperplane stabilized by H. If H
acts without a global fixed point on J, then by Theorem 2.4, H has a
codimension-1 subgroup. Otherwise, the action of H on J has a fixed
point, in which case, by Lemma 2.5, G contains a bi-invariant, almost-in-
variant set. We now apply Theorem 4.2.
We can now apply Theorem 4.1 to get the following corollary.
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose G is hyperbolic. Then one of the following
holds.
1. G has no quasicon¨ ex codimension-1 subgroups.
2. G has a finite descending sequence of subgroups
H s H ) ??? ) H ,1 n
so that H has codimension-1 in H and H is associated to a splitting ofi iy1 n
H .ny1
Proof. Suppose G has a quasiconvex, codimension-1 subgroup H . We1
consider the action on the cubing X . If the action of H on theA 1
hyperplane J that it stabilizes has a fixed point, then we obtain a splitting
as in Theorem 4.1. If not, we obtain that H has codimension 1 with
respect to H s H l H g for some g g G. As in the remark following2
Theorem 2.4, one gets an almost-invariant set A for H as a subgroup of2 2
H by considering the action on the hyperplane and letting A be the set1 2
of group elements mapping some vertex to a particular side of the
hyperplane. Since the dimension of J is one less than that of X , theA
largest nonnested set in S is of size n y 1. It follows that the cubingA2
 .constructed from the pair H , H is one less than that of X . By a1 2 A
w xtheorem of Short 12 , H is quasiconvex. We can now proceed to apply2
 .Theorem 4.1 to the pair H , H . After a finite number of stages, we1 2
either end up in case 1 of Theorem 4.1 or we end up with an action on a
cubing of dimension 1. In the latter case, we have an action on a tree, as
desired.
5. AN INTERESTING EXAMPLE
The conjecture of Kropholler and Roller asserts that if there exists a
bi-invariant almost-invariant set, then G splits over a subgroup commensu-
rable with a subgroup of H. One is tempted to strengthen this conjecture
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to conclude that G splits over a subgroup commensurable with H. In this
section we present a class of examples that demonstrates that such a
strengthening of this conjecture fails.
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose H is an infinite group and F is a finite group. Let
G s H) F. Then H is a codimension-1 subgroup, there exists an H-almost-
in¨ariant set A satisfying HAH s A, and G does not split o¨er H.
Remark. If H is chosen to be a group with no proper finite index
 .subgroups for instance, Higman's famous example , then no subgroup of
G is commensurable with H and hence G does not split over any subgroup
commensurable with H.
Proof. Let X and X be 2-complexes for the groups G and F, eachH F
containing a single vertex p g X and q g X . We now attach an edge eF H
to the vertices p and q, obtaining a complex K, whose fundamental group
 .is G. We choose a point r g Int e as our base point. Now the Cayley
Ä1.graph of G is naturally identified with K , the 1-skeleton of the universal
cover of K, and the coset graph of H is naturally identified K 1., theH
1-skeleton of the intermediate cover associated to H. We let r be the lift0
of r associated to the coset H. r lies in an edge, one of whose endpoints0
Älies in a lift X of X . As F is finite there exist finitely many liftsF F
Äe , . . . , e of e incident on X . Let e be one of these edges not containing1 n F 1
r . e then partitions the vertex set of K into two sets B and B*. Let A0 1 H
Äbe the preimage of B in K. The fact that B has finite coboundary tells us
 w x.that A is an H-almost-invariant set see 9 . It is now not hard to check
that A is a bi-invariant H-almost-invariant set as well.
We now need to show that G does not split over H. Suppose that G
does split over H. Then there exists an action of G on a tree T in which H
fixes an edge e and whose quotient under G consists of a single edge and
one or two vertices. Thus G acts transitively on the edges. As F is finite,
 .  .the fixed point set of F, Fix F , is nonempty. Choose ¨ g Fix F and e in
 .  .   .  ..  .Fix H , such that d ¨ , e s d Fix F , Fix H . If d ¨ , e s 0, then G fixes
¨ , a contradiction. As G s H) F, every g g G is a reduced word in H and
 .  .F. Now it is not hard to show that for every g g G, d ge, ¨ G d e, ¨ .
However, this contradicts the fact that G acts transitively on the edges of
T.
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